Correspondence between middle frequency auditory loss in vivo and outer hair cell shortening in vitro.
The aromatic hydrocarbon, toluene, has been reported to disrupt auditory system function both in occupational epidemiological and in laboratory animal investigations. This agent, along with several other organic solvents, impairs hearing preferentially at middle frequencies - a finding that distinguishes these agents from the traditional high frequency impairment observed with ototoxic drugs such as aminoglycoside antibiotics and cisplatin. Prior investigations performed in vivo have identified the outer hair cell as a probable target for toluene exposure. The purpose of this investigation was to determine directly whether outer hair cells isolated from the guinea pig cochlea show morphological alterations consistent with the toxic response seen in physiological studies with toluene exposure. The effect of toluene superfusion on outer hair cell shortening was assessed for cells harvested from different locations within the cochlea. Control studies included assessment of cell shortening among outer hair cells exposed to trimethyltin and cells exposed to benzene. Trimethyltin disrupts high frequency hearing preferentially and benzene does not produce hearing loss in vivo. Toluene at a concentration of 100 microM produced a marked shortening of outer hair cells although the effect was significantly greater among cells isolated from the apical half of the cochlea than from the basal half of the cochlea. By contrast, trimethyltin at the same concentration produced a preferential shortening among outer hair cells from the base of the cochlea. Benzene (100 microM) did not disrupt outer hair cell length of cells harvested from the apex. The results indicate that intrinsic features of outer hair cells contribute significantly to the site of ototoxic impairment observed in vivo for toluene.